
ë	 High-visibility in all light conditions 

ë	 Lightweight Flectalon® insulation

ë	 Showerproof 

ë	 Machine washable 

ë	 Easy to fit and adjust 

ë	 11 different sizes to suit your pet 
(See measuring instructions overleaf)
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VIZLITE® DT DOG JACKET

NOW WITH 
FLUORESCENT STRIPS 
THAT SHOW IN 
THE DARK

3 in 1 Hi-Vis DOG JACKET
NEW TECHNOLOGY ALLOWS YOUR DOG TO BE 
SEEN BOTH DAY AND NIGHT
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How VizLite® DT works:

ë The specially formulated elements 
in VizLite® DT absorb light from 
any ultra violet source (daylight or 
artificial)

ë VizLite® DT works like a battery to 
effectively store the absorbed light 

ë The stored energy is emitted as an 
“afterglow” once there is no more 
light to absorb (in darkness)

ë VizLite® DT fully charges in 5-10 minutes (depending on the light source) 
and the afterglow is visible to the human eye for up to 8 hours thereafter 

The unique benefits of a Petlife flécta™ VizLite® DT Dog Jacket:

ë A Petlife flécta™ VizLite® DT Dog Jacket combines the unique light 
absorbing and light emitting properties of VizLite® DT Dual Technology, 
with a light reflecting stripe on either side of the jacket. The VizLite® 
DT Dual Technology will provide a light source in low level or zero 
lighting conditions, for the duration of a 1 hour dog walk (when properly 
charged) and helps to safeguard both dog and walker in poorly lit areas. 
In addition, any light sources will be immediately reflected back from the 
high visibility stripes on both sides of the jacket. 

ë The VizLite® DT stripes are most visible in complete darkness and will 
appear fainter in better lit areas (under street lighting etc). The VizLite® 
DT stripes will begin to recharge upon contact with any UV light source.

ë Incorporated between the inner and 
outer layers of the Petlife flécta™ VizLite® 
DT Dog Jacket is a layer of Flectalon® 
thermal insulation. Developed from 
NASA research into aluminised surfaces, 
Flectalon® can reflect up to 95% of 
radiated heat and is proven to keep your 
pet warm even in freezing temperatures.

ë A Petlife flécta™ VizLite® DT Dog Jacket is showerproof, helping to keep 
your pet dryer in wet conditions, but it is still machine washable at 40°C.

ë Proudly made in the UK.

How Flectalon® works

Fig. 1
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VIZLITE® DT DOG JACKET
Important 
measuring instructions

Petlife flécta™ VizLite® DT	Dog 
Jackets are available in different sizes 
to suit the variation of size within 
each individual breed.

To ensure a comfortable fit for your 
dog, we recommend measuring 
your dog as shown below. If your 
dog measures between sizes please 
choose the smaller size.

Sizes are shown on the barcode 
label.

Measure from the base of the tail to 
the collar position

Petlife flécta™  VizLite® DT	Dog 
Jackets are available in the following 
sizes:

10" / 25cm 22" / 56cm
12" / 30cm 24" / 61cm
14" / 35cm 26" / 66cm
16" / 41cm 28" / 71cm
18" / 46cm 30" / 76cm
20" / 51cm 

MEASURE

A Petlife flécta™   VizLite® DT Dog 
Jacket is best charged in sunlight 
(cloudy or clear) or under any 
artificial light (ensuring that all parts 
of the VizLite® DT stripes are visible, 
see figure 1). The charging time is 
5 minutes in sunlight, 8 minutes 
in dusk and 10 minutes under any 
artificial light source.


